Name: René Garduño

Title: Custodian

UW Madison Workplace: Custodial Department

Candidate for Executive Committee seat: # 9

Why do you want to serve on the Executive Committee?

I would like to be part of this committee because I would like to bring to light some of the problems affecting our workplace that interfere with our job performance. I am willing to work hard to make sure that promises are followed through, policies are implemented correctly, and improve the relationship between supervisors and subordinates.

You may complete your profile in writing on paper and return it to 167A for purposes of online posting and translation

*Including a photo is optional.

# # #

If you have questions, please contact:

**English speaking** - John Lease at (608) 263-2995 or lease@vc.wisc.edu

**Español / Spanish** - Blanca García al (608) 265-3335 o bgarcia@ohr.wisc.edu; Anabel Rodríguez al (608) 263-4180 o arodriguez@ohr.wisc.edu; Carmen Romero al (608) 265-4691 o cromero@ohr.wisc.edu

**Rau ius Hmoob / Hmong** - Jzong Thao rau (608) 263-2217, los jthao@ohr.wisc.edu

**/ Tibetan** - ཨ་རི་ལུས་ཕོ་་ཕོ་འོ་གུམ་པ་སི་ནི་ལེ་བུ་འགོག་ཡིག་གི་ཡགས་ཚིག་གི་ཡག་ལེ་འོར་wisc.edu མཐོང་པོ་ལྷ་ཕོ་མ་ཡི་ཁོ་ང་ལེ་འོར་wisc.edu

**/ Mandarin Chinese** - 李书文, (608) 890-2628 or sli@ohr.wisc.edu